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One of the .major problems. of educa.tion. today,. and,.. for. many. years 
past, is the ef fec:tive .. management . of the teaching-, learning. process, . 
Concern about the . .teaehing,,-.learning process. has been. the. motivation for 
numerous studies .. ·.The .complexities of the teaching.act do.not.lend 
themselvesi to simple. solutions •. Campbell and Barnes .(18), implied. that 
only by isslating ... ,one. or. more productive micro,-elements. of .the complex 
instructionaLprocess. can. one limit the p.umber. of. variables,.to. a man-
ageable number which can. be measured in some fashion ........ . 
One method used in. the past for evaluation of .. teacher, behavior was 
noted by Domas · and. Tiedman.:.(23) .. in a. study pointing out .. that research 
in this area,.was,.based .. on. judgment, the. judgment of. pupils., .. teachers . 
or supervisors;.· That this method is still in.use. today.i.s,illustrated 
by the work. of,.Davis. (22). who. reported on. current. prac.tices .. in~ eval-, . 
uating teacher:: .. competenc.e ... Researchers today. utilize. rating .. scales,. 
questionnaires;·, and. tests. along with instruments oL predietion:.which · 
fall into this~· general. category ... In any even.t, many .a.pp:roaehes:.hav.e 
been used for: the evaiua.tion. of. the .teaching-,learning. process~., St-q.c;iies 
have been madeiWhichdeali: with teacher personality characteristics, 
student achievement .and--the use of many tests,. but only.in.recent years 
have there been any studies of interaction. in the classroom ... where the 
teaching-learning process occurs. The idea of using teacher-pupil 
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interaction. as. a basis .. for . evaluation is. a newer. concep.t .. ,, ,.The need · for 
more studies in · this .. area was i,ndicated by Smith. (50) . when. he .stated: 
Perhaps a new. ap~roach to the study of teaching .. will..emeJ;ge . 
if we .. abandon .. .tla- term- ".methed 11 _whtch .is aasociate.d-wi th: such . 
heavy ... laden. tenuLas- ~~inductive,.11 .'~deduction,.'~-and . '. 'pt:oblem 
solving, 11 terms .. far -Which .. ev.eryone .. has his. own .pre.conceptions. 
and predilections... ... If .. we .. cut . through .the. ve:rbal..cur.tain and 
look at actual. ins.t1:u.ctional. operations :in .. the .classroem, .. we 
find them to:.be .. different .from .. what . ou1:. linguistic .. commitments 
lead us to believe. We s.ee . that .teachers do .many .things which 
cannot be neatly fitted .. into traditional. theories. er pedagogy. 
The currentl;r. . emphasized .science. method, . Inquiry. Centered .Leai::ning 
Science Pregrams~ employs the ideas of "deductive," "inductive," and 
"problem sel:tting_!.1. as ... pa??t of. the instructional. strategy... . Dev.eloped 
around the iliea: tha.t ,.t:he .child. plays. the role of the. inv.en.tor: or dis-
coverer, the, di·scov:eDy may. . not be seen. as . a breakthrough. for. the scien-
tific world. but .' it is new information and knowledge to- the, student 
making the , diseovuy ....... The knowledge is discovered. by. the. child, not 
told him by the · teacher; it is not so much .the facts that . the child, 
finds but .the, method .. w!hich .. he uses . to. obtain .them • . The educational .. aim 
of the dis.eovery,.science .. pr.ogum is that the. method .by .which the child 
learns is more·:.tmportant. than. the. facts he finds or. leaz:ns. It is 
speculated: that . the .. me:thod .he develops . in. his learning. by .. discov.ery will 
have a carryover as .. he. develops. an understanding. of how. to i nquire and 
make a discovery; :·. The Oklahoma Curriculum Improvement Com.mission (40) 
stated: 
Science is a .. natural vehicle with .which to develop. a . child's 
ability to think .objectively .. In order . to . accoroplish .. this . 
goal,-~. however, the . . emphasis in .science .. teaching .. must. shift 
from the teaehing .. of. ~'facts!~ .. to the .development .of. a child's 
ability to objjerve .. cai:efully.,. collect .. information,. . and .. draw 
logical inferences. In other .. words .. the child. acquires .. his 
scientific · information,. . onl)? through- his .. own .. powez:. of . . . 
observation and induotive .inference • . The process, therefore, 
of arriving at an item of scientific information becomes more 
important than the .informati.011, obtained. If such .. logica;I. 
philosophy ;Ls adopted, the act1.1al objects used in.making 
critical observations and drawing inferences aJ;"~-not.impor-
tant,. These objec;ts can .pe .buttons, .rocks, plants,. animals, 
or any qonvenfent and available item, , 
Changes. in. the. science program may bring changes.in-the .. teacher-
learning process in.other parts of the. ed1,1cational.progri;tm.by. the 
emphasis being.placed on method of learning rather than on facts or 
content. 
The work, in· interaction analysii; has grown .. rapidly. from. the late 
19,30's when H. H, Anderson (5) began a study. to analyze. teacher behav,-
ior. Since that time, it has focused in vari!:ld- directions. Studies 
have been directed toward the analysis of teacher .behavior, concep-
tions that,. students .held. of teacher13, social-emoUonaLclimate and 
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groµp problem solving. Simon and :Sayer (49) stated.thatclassroomver-
bal interaction.is.a complex process.and.no one. category syst;em. 
measures all, of the important asp!;!cts. of teacher.,-pupi,L interaction,. 
Each system.represents those.dimensions which are important to the per-
son who created · the .. system, 
Amidon and Hoµgh (2,) indicated .that. the recently .. developed system 
for analyzing.the.instructioni;tlprocess, inte;ract:i,onanalysis,.is the 
one that is.c,urrently best known.and.mostwidely.usedp- .The,l:i.terature 
in the area·of·teacher-pupil interaction reflects.that the.process of 
measuring classroom. behavior through observation is the most obvious 
approach to research on teaching, 
Justification of the Study 
This research was an attempt ta determineteacher.,-,pµpil .and pupil-
pupil interactional differences, if any, between Inquiry Centered 
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Learning Science Programs and traditional science programs at the 
elementary school level. 
Within the last ten years the basic charac.ter.is.tics 0 of ... :t;:he .. con,,;;, 
cepts of learning have been undergoing: changes which .. have. ,;iffected J:;he .· 
methods of teac;:hing in many areas. Research. is now being done in all .. 
a;reas of cu:i:-ricula. to ·determine which p:i:-ocedu;re is most applicable to 
the promol;;i.on of learning in chi],dren. 
Victor and Lerner (53) when discussing the process of inquiry 
stated: 
The two major objectives of science.educaUon are .. to .. help 
the child develop (1) knowledge of e1eience concepts-,.,..the 
content of scie11,ce,,,.-and .. (2) .facility .. in .scient:i.fie ... skills 
and attitudes-,-the processes of science and. acienti;f:ic. 
inquiry. These objectives are essentially .the same .. iµ .. the 
elementary a.nd the second<:1,ry school,. tche on],y.difference 
being: in how much and how well these objectives will be 
developed.· 
The following are the key processes that should .be used in .. the develop-
ment of e],ementary programs as seen by Victor and Lerner (~3).: 
••• ,observation, analysis, classification, description, 
int;eJ;pret;a tion, inference, .deduction, . hypo thesis, prediction, 
planning, experimentation.,. measurement.,. use .of controls. ancl . 
coil)Il].unication •. Thus,. concerted.efforts are.being made to 
bring the spirit aswelLas the substance of science inuo 
the classroom., .. 
New knowledge .. of the ways .. ahildre1:1 .discover ap.d learn, .. 
together with:a ... re-ediscove:ry .. of. psycholo.gical. principles: 
that had almost. disappeaJ;.ed-from view, .are helping us . 
decide the kind anda711oun:t.of. science that children should 
learn •••• 
This enthusiasm. about the process .approach .. to .. learning-. 
science has become so great that the pendulum.is .swinging 
the other way, and.process .is.beginning to be emphasized 
at the expense.of contept, 
Inquiry i;ciencemakes use of experimental. learning.or. discovery. 
Rogers (44) said thata.:student learning by this. approach. lea1;ns .what 
he needs a.rid wants.. This method .makes science relevant to the .student. 
It has personal involvment and the ele~ents 0£ mea~ing to the learner 
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are built into the whole experience. Bruner .(14) supports. this .. .view 
when he said the student should not be a bench,.,,bound listener.but should 
tal<,e an active part in the experience, . The inquiry approach is us1;:d 
since it incorporates the student into active participation in contrast 
to the traditional science in which. the student is a listener and read-
er but not an active participant. 
The theory that children learn more readily when they are free of 
a threatening situation is being accepted •. For the child to learn at 
his own rate, since we now accept that ea,ch·individual ha,s distinct 
differences and experiences, we must provide a systei:n.which recognizes 
these differences within the classroom and allows for individual growth. 
The freedom to ask .. questions or discuss information with the· teacher 
or other students may be one course of encouraging. learning.. . Some 
teaching methods. foster free interaction between teache~. and pupil or 
between pupil and pupil. The introduction of a new teaching method for 
the presentation of science materials would seem to suggest an analysis 
to determine·if the method permits a flow of classroom interaction 
that is significantly greater than that encouraged py tradit:i,.onal 
instructional technique. This research is based on the following 
premises: 
1, Research in classroom teaching calls for criteria expressed in 
terms of measurable dimensions of behavior .. 
2. The complexity to transactions in the classroom calls for an 
analysis of the observable dimeni:lions of the process, using 
information gathered in the classroom as the events.occur. 
This study was concerned with the two statements above and with 
the use of these measurable dimensions to determine whether differences 
irt interaction·patterns existed between two types of elementa1:y school, 
science programs and tQ determine whether further study was indicated. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to determine teacher,-,pupiland 
pupil-pup:i,1 interactional differences, if any,. between elementary 
school science classes .being taught by the Inquiry Centered Learning 
method and.the traditional methods of teaching. scientific .laws or facts, 
Answers·to the following questipn were sought: .(1) Do. elementary 
school students. who. are. taught using the. Inquiry Centered. approach have 
more teacher,:-pupil in.teract:i,on. than those of the traditional approach? 
(2) Is there more pupil ... pupil interaction in the J;nquiry Centered 
approach as compared to the traditional method? 
Basic Hypothesis 
This study:~roposes to establish a basis for the-testing. of the. 
follow:i,ng null. .hypotheses: (1) There is no. signif:i,cant difference· in 
the amount.of teacher-pupil interaction in elementary scienc~ classes 
taught by theinquiryCentered method and the traditional.science 
method. (2) There .. is no .significant -difference in the amount of pupil-
pupil :i,nteractJ .. on .in .. the .e:I,ementary science classes taught by the In-
quiry Centered method or the traditional science method. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this study the following definitions were 
used: 
Inquiry Centered Learning Process.--A process whereby the pupil 
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must. make observations,. .. do the experiments,. interpret. data., .. and: cb::aw 
his own conc1us:l.ons, .. The emphasis. is. on the: .. process of dis~ov..e-r;y.." 
rather than the information: i;esulting from the process, 
Traditional,:.S.c;l.ence .. .Metho.d.;.,--A process. which used.lectures and. 
assignments involving memorizing and applying of the so-called "scien-
tific lawsand facts:." . 
Teacher,.;.Pupil Interac.tion,.,,--The- flow of conversation.,. questions, 
answers and comments .. between the teacher and pupils. 
Pupil.,,..Pupil- Interaction.-.,..,The flow of conversation.,. questions, 
, . ·I 
answers and comments of pupil with other pupils. 
Major Assumptions 
For the.purposes of this-study the following assumpt:;i.ons have 
applied: 
1. That the ."Classroom Interaction Management. Analy.sis .. Recerd" as 
designed by Schusler ... (46). has provided a valid method. of categorizing 
interAction ~n the classroom" .. 
2, That teachers monopol;i.ze the tal,k;i.ng in .class •.. .Mos.t of the 
plassroom time is-spent.listening .to the teaqher; 
3, Tha.tquestions asked by the teacher of the students tend to 
have factual answers. 
4. '.rh;:i.t work done in class is done as a class, not on individual 
l.evels or by small groups. 
5. The ac.tivities of the observer in. the. class dic;Lnot .appreci.,... 




Procedures and Analysis of Data 
The purpose.of this study was to exa.minediffereiices.in·the·inter--, 
action patt:e;rns .. of. t;he Inquiry. Centered Learning. Scieace Program as 
compared b.19. the .traditionaL science pro gr.am .. Observation. and .. c;!ltegor-
iza.t:ion of .. teacher,..,pupil. and:. pupil-pupil interaction as it .. occurred. in · 
the claseiroom:was .. used .. to .indica.te .. these .. differences .•. For the:purpose 
of this stu4y the .. following delimitations- have applied.; .. 
1. This. study .. involved. eighteen classes of. boys. and .. girls. enrolled 
;ln the four.th ... and- fifth .grades in- the public schools... .A. traditional 
science program. was used in nine of the cla,sses.wh.erea,s.the remaining 
nip.e received .. instruction in the Inquiry Centered ;Learning Science 
Program, 
2. The. evaluation .of differences in patteJ;,'ns. oLinterac.tion were 
limited to differences of observable, recorded acti.on between those 
c:).asses observed~ 
3. The.conclusions from the resultl;l of. this.study..were .. limited.to 
specific f;l.ta.tements .. concer.ning .the. differences in. patterns .. a.s. shown by 
the data of· this .. particular study; . performed under .. the ... condi ti.ops ex-
isting at the.· time. of the study. No. at.tempt-was. made. to. draw· conclus,-
ions as to the ... ca.us.al.fa.cto.:rs .. contributing to the interaction patterns 
that resulted fr.om. the.study. 
4. The classes .. observed were not. studied during ,periods subject 
to the followingconditions: 
(a) On the first or last d.ay .of the week .. 
(b) During a.classper;Lod which was beipg used as a testing 
session. 
(c) D1.1.ring a class period which was used as a review by the 
teacher. 
(d) At the same time of day as the previous observation un-
less the teacher's daily sche4ule rigidly.required that 
she hold the science class the same time each day. 
(e) Immediately prior to or following a school holiday, all 
school activity, school assembly, or school contest. 
Data and Instrumentation 
The procedure used in conducting this study was as follows: 
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1, An observation guide for measurement of the interaction in the 
classroom as it occurred was selected. 
2. Schools and teachers whose classrooms would be observed were 
selected and notified. 
3. The observational guide was used to record the interaction as 
it occurred during classroom ~isits. 
4. Teacher~pupil and pupil-pupil interaction was recorded as it 
occurred bya cassette tape recorder. 
5. Evaluation of the recorded tape of. the actual observation was 
used to validate.the bbservation tally, 
6. Each.classroom was revisited for observation and recording 
teacher-pupil interaction. 
7. Preparation.of. the report.of the information gathered. 
Selection of the observation guide, The selection.of an observa-
tion instrument was simplified when it was discovered that an instrument 
which would adequately fulfill one of the purposes of.this study had 
been devised by Schusler (46). "The Classroom Interaction Manage~ent 
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Analysis Record~1 ... .(CIMAR). is. ap instrument devised for observational ·.use 
in the classroom •. ·. It utilizes categories related to. persons .. and .. con-
tent of classroom. discussion.-. Ey the. use of this. system, an observer 
can reliably separate .. these. c,o,;nponents. from interaction syndrome. 
The CIMAR. is. in. t;wo.:.part;s.;, .. part one is- the. score sheet. used ~o 
report the:.;:in.t:eractio,rts ..... The,.obsen7ations .. are done. in .series .of five 
three minute .. observations per sheet. Part t;wo is the CIMAR Matrix 
IqteractioA-Categories~ 
The CU:iAR- gives an. accurate record of the amount, .. kind. and .dir-" 
ection of verbal interaction and. is ad,;!iptable to- teacher-directed, 
pllp:U-directed. and. small .group. activities in a. regulal:'- classroom. 
Perhaps, the. s.trongest point of the instrument. is. that pupil. interac-
tion is desc:dbed. in. the same detail as teacher. interaction..; .... : ... .- .. · 
Selection. ~- nc:itification of. schools. and. teachers .... The .school .. 
systems chosentoparticipate in.thisstudywere presenting.two.dif-
ferent methods .. of. elementary science. in .the school cuI'riculum,, the 
inquiry cente:i;:ed. science .. program and the: traditional science .. progra111 on 
either the .. fourth.or.fift;h.grade. levels. The,principals.oLeach.Qf the 
elementary.:,echoo;J.s .. selected .. the, teachers who were givE:ln the oppol'.'tunity 
to par ticipa t:e in. the s-tudy. 
The t;eaahers selected were. teaching on fourth. and. fifth. grade ·. 
level and were.using either the traditional method.or.the-Inquiry Cen-, 
tered approach •. Prior. to the observational. visit. the. observer. contact,... 
ed each principal and.teacher explaining the.purpose.of the.study. The 
teachers were.assured. that no name .. o:f: teacher or.school would .be. 
included in.·the ... final. report of the study. The classes ... were. assigned 
numbers fa+' identification purposes. The teacher identif:J,cation number 
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was known. only to the observer.. The teachers .. were .. further. assured that 
the rel:lult;sof the t;ally and .the tape recording made-in their: rooms· 
would not be.available to anyone other than the dissertation committee 
without a release. fJ:1om .. the teachers. 
The-observer, in. the initial visit, talk,edwith .each.teacher to 
remove any .. thr.eat fJ::om the .situation which. might. be .. pr.esent and. to 
assure the.: teachers .. that the observations were in no way to be. used as 
an evaluation form •... 
Classroom . :.uisitation,-- . The chQice .. of. observer. location. in .the 
classroom was.· selected .with two purposes in mind.: . .(1) .. to be able tq 
observe. adequa.tely. and. to hear all transactions between. the. teacher 
and the pupils .. and . .(2) to cause the. least;. possible confusion, in,. the 
clasi;room ... The, ol;>servation tally was- made while the. interactions were 
occurring in: the ... classroom. · The· use. of the observation. t;:ally was made 
during the. class .period and. lasted for .fifteen minutes •.. 
Any announcement to the class concerning .the.observation visit was 
left to the discretion, ... of the .individual. teacher. 
Recorq.er observation. A.1\cassette tape .recorder .. was .. µsed to .record 
the in,tera.ction,. as .. it. occurred. ip the classroom.. . Each .tape .. was. marked 
with the identification number assigned to the teacher. 
Seconc;Lobsepr,a.tion. visit, The second. visit. to. each classroom. was 
used for the ... pur.pose .. of 01:>serving,. recording. and. taping. the. teacher:-
pupil and pupihpupilinteraction. Thesecondvisit.took.place no 
sooner than five ,;lays after the first observation. 
Analysis of Data 
For the purposes of this study the.following statements in 
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reference to the.analysisof the data have applied: 
Validation of the. tally. A review of the score sheet and the tape 
recording was made after the observer was away from the school, An 
effort was made tovalida,te the tailies that were made.during the class-
room observation period by playing the tape and rechecking the score 
sheet:, 
Organization .. of. the data, The statistical analysb of the data 
encompassed acompal;'ison.between.the inquiry and traditional groups on 
each of the categories of -the observation instrument, .. 
The statistical test used was the chi-square for comparison of 
?(;1, observed data, .(48) • Leyel of confidence for · was set at: 0. 05 level. 
·z 
The following formula for ): was used: 
! 2 
,Y-2 ~ ___,__,.~N__,_(_AD__,._-~B_C__,.-_2-)__,._,...,__,.___,~ 
~ (A+ B) (A+ C) (B + 0) (C + D) 
Format for Succeeding Chapters 
The succeeding chaptei::s of. this study contain. a. review o.f related 
literature, an analysis of the instrument, statistical analysis and 
interpretation of data., and. conclusions drawn from. the study •... 
Follc;iwing the p:resent i.ntxoductory chapter, Chapter. II is devotee! 
to a review. of. related .research and literature, Chapter III.presents 
a description:of the instrument used in tb.e study, its component parts, 
their definiti.ons., and. background. as to the procedure used. in. the 
development of. the instrument. Chapter IV presents a statistical 
treatment of·the data used in the study. Finally, Chapter V summarizes 
the entire s.tudy, .gives conclusions drawn from the find;i.ngs, and sug-
gests areas for further research. 
CHAP'l'ER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The possibility of more ol;)jective examinations of the teaching 
process has come about since interaction analysis research in the class-
room was introduced. As in most researeh much has been of value to the 
study of the teaching learning process while some research has contrib-
uted little or no assistance to the problem. This chapter is devoted 
to a review of relevant studies which have contributed to the examina-
tion of the teaching act. The first section of the chapter deals with 
interaction analysis research while the second section presents a 
review of the development in the inquiry science process. 
;J:nteraction 
The study of the teaching learning process through interaction 
analysis is a method developed since the late thirties. A few of the 
earlier studies which might be considered forerunners of the current 
trend were conducted by Collins (21), Barr (7), Butsch (16) and 
·Anderson (4). C. D. Jayne (34) investigated the area of observable 
behavior of the teacher and changes produced in the pupil, His work 
centered around eleven activities which occurred in the classroom. The 
categories dealt with such items as types of questions, percentage of 
talk by pupil and by teacher and prepared and unprepared questions. 
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Jayne found little or no relationship between teaching acts observed 
and student academic gains. 
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While Jayne's work did not produce the results he desired it did 
help lay the foundation for future work in classroom observation. One. 
study which followed was in 1948 by John, Withall (55) who developed a 
method for categorizing teacher classroom statements and questions from 
which he derived a measure of climate index. Withall used his index to 
determine whether verbal behavior was "learner supportive" or "teacher 
supportive," Withall's instrument, the "Social-Emotional Climate 
Index," assesses the social.;.emotional climate through the evaluation of 
teacher statements. 
Cogan (20~ did a study on the approach to the question of isolat-
ing the influence of a single teacher among the many with whom second-
ary pupils customarily work. The results of the study were analyzed 
trom two different points of view, The first was a "perception" 
analysis--the relationship between the individual pupil's perception 
of the teacher's behavior and the amount of work reported by the pupil. 
The second analysis, termed the "trait" analysis, dealt with whether 
the teacher could be characterized in terms of the pupil's observations, 
and whether these traits are related to average productivity scores of 
the pupil. It may be said that the method used in this research is 
productive. There may be some reason to hope that the measure of 
teacher behavior and of pupil productivity may be of value in the de-
velopment of measures of teacher competence and perhaps in the formula-
tion of more adequate theory of the teaching-learning process, 
Amidon (1) has stated that interaction analysis is one way to 
describe teacher-pupil verbal interaction. This approach has been in 
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use for the past twenty years, but only during the past few years has 
it spread to many dif£erent kinds of educational programs, The research 
on teacher-pupil interactional patterns has also provided the basis for 
the teacher's role and behavior in the classroom, 
Robert S. Soar (51) in his research on teacher-pupil interaction 
reported that indirect teaching produced greater growth than direct, 
Classrooms where there was greater expression of hostili.ty produced 
less learning than those with warmer emotional climate; and the combi-
nation of indirect teaching and low hostility produced the greatest 
gain of all, 
The area of communication in the classroom is of utmost importance 
in ana!yzing classroom interaction. Bany and Johnson (6) found that 
when student interaction and communications.were curtailed the group 
deve~oped little unity, while on the other hand, when communications 
were fostered and encouraged the cohesiveness of the group was 
increased. 
Harris (32) developed an instrument entitled, "Analysis of Patterns 
of :Pupil Responses," which he copyrighted in 1961, This instrument was 
the result of work at the University of Texas in the area of response 
analysis. Harris, like Bany and Johnson, felt that the way a teacher 
conducted class--discussions, recitations or any oral action..a-was im-
portant to the aspect of teaching, The teacher set the patterns by his 
selection of students for response to questions or by recognition of 
students who initiated a response. These patterns could be described 
and analyzed by the instrument deveJoped by Harris which had five basic 
divisions of responses and could be recorded as they occurred in the 
classroom. 
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A study of interaction patterns in the elementary school by Furst 
and Amidon (29) produced some interesting results. They found that 
primary grade teachers tend to use question-answer techniques while 
intermediate teachers often pursue the lecture method. Both early 
primary and i~termediate grade teachers showed by their teaching that 
they consider the indirect influence as very important. In general the 
first and sixth grade teachers were the most persistent of the elemen-
tary school teachers in using the indirect influence. 
An earlier work along this same line was reported by.Anderson. (4) 
in the late Thirties. The research was done to develop reliable tech-
niques for recording in terms of dominative (direct) and integrative 
(indirect) behavior the contacts which teachers have with children. 
Anderson found that no behavior is entirely integrative (indirect) and 
none is completely dominative (direct). 
In research done at a much later date with a different set of 
instruments, Flanders (28) established findings much like those of 
Anderson. The outcome of this study showed that no one method, indi-
rect or direct, is superior. He provided a tentative explanation of 
why indirect and direct influence may have different outcomes in differ-
ent situations. 
The research done by Anderson and by Flanders was to develop a 
method to determine the classroom climate set by the teacher's behavior. 
Flanders (27) later did research on the influence teachers have on pupil 
attitudes and achievement, His conclusions were. that ·achievement was 
significantly higher in most indirect-classes and as was found in earli-
er studies the most·constructive and independent attitudes were found to 
be associated with the most indirect patterns of teacher influence, 
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Arno A. Bellack (9) and others developed an instrument, "The 
Bellack System," Eellack used thi!3 instrument to collect data from 
high school teaching, and found that cycles of teacher and pupil behav-
ior are rather consistent .from classroom to classroom; almost as if 
teachers and pupils were playing a game with well defined rules. He 
indicated that pupils do not take the initiative in the classroom. 
Amidon and Hunter (2) developed the "Verbal Interaction Category 
System" which is an expansion of the Flanders System in order to ,pro-
vide more detailed information. It has provi!3ions for recording not 
only those times when the teacher accepts or rejects the ideas and 
feelings of the pupil, but also when he accepts or rejects the pupil's 
nonverbal behavior. 
Richard Schusler (46) in 1965 developed the "Classroom Interaction 
Management Analysis Recor<;!" at the University of Missouri at Kansas 
City. T~e GIMAR gives an accurate record of the amount, kind and di-
rection of verbal interaction and i!3 adaptable to the teacher-directed, 
pupil-directed and small group activities in a regular classroom, 
Perhaps the strongest point of the instrument is that pupil interaction 
is described in the same detail as teacher interaction. 
The earlier work in teacher-pupil evaluation led to the develop-
ment of many instruments to analyze the many facets of teaching. The 
analysis of verbal interaction is one approach to understanding the 
teaching-learn:l,ng proces!3. The results of studies by Amidon, Soars, 
Ander13on and Flanders in teacher-pupil interaction were much the same: 
students taught by indirect teachers had better attitudes toward school 
and teachers, and achievement was higher when compared to st.uden.ts 
taught by teachers using a direct method, Many interaction analysis 
instruments have been developed but most of them measure only one 




We are living in.a period of rapid change and progress. The task 
in science teaqhing is to provide young people with the kind of educa-
tion which will not only provide an understanding of today's problems 
but help them to recognize and interpret signals for the future. In 
the past fifteen years two phenomena have taken place which have given 
the science curriculum of the public school impet~s and rapid growth. 
The first was the vast growth of scientific technology which has pro-
duced a fantastic amount of scient;i.fic knowledge in all areas of 
science, The second was the effect produced by the satellite "Sputnik" 
on educators, the general public and the government. 
This new interest awakened in science education has produced re-
visions in many science programs. The National Science Foundation (37) 
created in 1950 by congress for the purpose of exploring ways by which 
education might be strengthened th~ough ;improvements in the teaching 
of science has .been the major influence in developing science programs. 
By 1956 the Nationa~ Science Foundat;i.on was beginning to develop new 
programs. The current trend with the many new programs 1$ not aimed· 
at one national curriculum but should continue to be fitted to local 
needs. The changes in science have been in three directions, Keith, 
Blake and ~iedt (37) tell us that the three directions are (1) to 
develop new curricula in science, (2) to make materials and facilities 
available, and (3) to produce adequately trained teachers. A few of 
the representative programs working toward one or more of the three 
goals include the following: 
l, American Association for the Advancement of Science-AAAS 
2. Elementary Science study-ESS 
3. Educational Service, Incorporated-ESI 
4. Science Curriculum Improvement Study-SCIS 
5. Elementary School Science Project-ESSP 
6, School Science Curriculu)ll Project-SSCP 
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American Association i£E. the Advancement of Science. The AAAS 
program covers the elementary school, kindergarten to the sixth grade. 
The subject matter is drawn from various fields in science. The 
materials are designed to provide for experiences which improve the 
child's skills in using the process of science. Livermore (38) said 
of AAAS that the important aim is that science is best taught as a pro-
cedure of inquiry and should be guided by this philosophy. 
Elementary Science Study. This program has a primary objective to 
develop more meaningful science materials. These materials are de-
signed so that they inherently allow for a flow of ideas originating 
from the curiosity of children. Duckworth (26) reports little emphasis 
is given to the development of a sequential or continuing program with 
specific structure and assigned grade levels. The main purpose is to 
supp~y a variety of carefully thought out and tested materials which a 
school system may use in developing an elementary science curriculum. 
Educational Service, Incorporated. This p~ogram developed at 
~assachusetts Institute of Technology had as a purpose,to develop a 
number of instructional units, The student must work with equipment 
and materials, use observation, measurement and method to gather 
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infonnation to support his conclusion. 
Science Curriculum Improvement.· Study. This is another of the 
groups supported by N,S,F, It is concerned with exploring a concept 
of science education based on communicating scientific literacy. 
Karplus (35) stated that the large-scale organization of the curriculum 
is detennined by the structure of science, by the maturity of the pupil; 
and by the pupil's preconceptions, The organization of individual 
lessons is determined by the discovery method of concept development 
and by the needs of the learners. 
Elementary School Science Project. Salinger (45) in describing 
the ESSP said that the primary purpose of the program is to improve 
science materials for both the student and the teacher, It works on 
the idea of "humanistic efficiency." This approach prepares the student 
to recognize the nature of the times and that of the future, It en-
ables them to see the interdependence of man. 
Modern science is no longer a system of facts but has become a 
way of thinking and acting which employs principles of observation, 
attitudes of exploring and questioning, discovery, interpretation of 
data and drawing conclusions. Carin and Sund (19) said that science 
as a process of inquiry stems from human urges and needs and is guided 
by scientific attitudes and methods, Kessen (36) when writing on pur-
poses of science in the elementary school said the following: 
Science is best taught as a procedure of enquiry. Just as 
reading is a fundamental instrument for exploring whatever 
may be written, so science is a fundamental instrument for 
exploring whatever may be tested by observation and experi-
ment. Science is more than a body of facts, a collection of 
principles, and a set of machines for measurement; it is a 
structured and directed way of asking and answering ques-
tions. . The well taught child will approach human be-
havior and social structure and the claims of authority 
w:i,th the same spirit of alert skepticism that he adopts 
toward scientific theories, 
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Kessen is only pointing out what many others say, that the goal of the 
new science program is skills in inquiry which may come at t~e expense 
of science content, and concepts will be learned only as they are de-
veloped from the use of the process of inquiry. When summarizing on 
elements of discovery and inquiry Renner and Ragan (43) said: 
When the child is helped to discover generalizations rather 
than having adult generalizations imposed upon him, he is 
developing his rational powers, gaining an understanding of 
content, and learning how to learn. 
Authoritarian teaching consist of imposing upon the 
pupils the generalizations which adults think he should know; 
the discovery approach allows pupils to collect, classify, 
and interpret data to arrive at generalizations which are 
truly their own, 
The act of discovery is not.restricted to finding out 
something that was previously.unknown to anyone; rather, it 
includes all forms of obtaining knowledge or insight for 
oneself by the use of onls own mental powers. 
Children who learn science by the discovery approach 
will discover for themselves the true structure of the dis-
cipline. 
Motivation for learning science must come from an in-
trinsic need for dealing with the environment, rather than 
from rewards and punishments, if it is to be effective. 
"Invention" refers.to the original introductions·of a 
new concept; "discovery" refers to the subsequent recognition 
of the concept's usefulness. Both processes have a place in 
the elementary sc:hool science program. 
CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTATION OF THE STUDY 
The instrument used in this study was developed with the purpose 
of measuring the verbal interaction of teachers and pupils in the class-
room. It utilizes verbal interaction as opposed to nonverbal communi-
cation and in no way evaluates the teacher or the student except in the 
amount and kind of verbal communication in the classroom, 
Classroom Interaction Management Analysis Record 
The C+MAR was developed at the University of Missouri at Kansas 
City by Richard A, Schusler (46) in 1965. The pilot stage for GIMAR 
lasted approximately six years at the University of Missouri; Kansas 
City; Avi!a College, Kansas City, Missouri; the University of Missouri 
at Columbia, Missouri and at Park College, Parkville, Missouri. The 
instrument was used in the training of supervisors, principals, ele-
mentary counselors, teachers in various elementary and secondary schools 
in and around the area and student teachers at Park College. 
The GIMAR has been constructed so as to enable the observer to 
more objectively observe the interaction process in the classroom, 
Schusler (46) said conc~ding that children learn better when they feel 
good about learning, there are certain aspects to learning atmosphere 
which can be discovered by the use of the GIMAR. Rewarding a child for 
verbal performance makes him feel as if his contribution to the 
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classroom situation was of worth. Even more important is the fact that 
when the child gives a wrong answe~ the teacher does not follow his 
answer with a negative~type remark. A negative remark may cause the 
pupil to feel that failure is unacceptable in the eyes of the teacher, 
The fact that in some classrooms the teacher does more than seventy 
per cent of the talking means that some children have little chance to 
verbalize. This becomes increasingly important when one considers the 
effect of verbalization on one's own learning. Discussion in class-
rooms is known to promote more applicatory and long-time learning than 
silent rote memorization or even writing. 
By using this system, the observer can reliably separate the cate-
gories related to persons and content from the interaction syndrome. 
Some of the categories are: (1) The manner in which the teacher dis-
tributes his interaction in the classroom, whether to certain individ-
uals or clusters or to all individuals. (2) The type of question that 
the teacher asks, the type of answer he receives from the student, and 
the relation between these two aspects. Does a factual question gen-
erally elicit a factual answer? (3) Whether the teacher follows the 
interaction of the student with supporting, accepting remarks, negative 
remarks or silence. How she distributes this type of interaction can 
also be seen. (4) How often the student interacts with other students 
and the types of interaction exchanged. Does all interaction flow 
through the teacher? (5) Influence patterns in the classroom can be 
identified as a cluster or type of individuals. And the last one (6) 
ratios of all combinations of talk frequencies can be established--
teacher-child, teacher-boy, teacher-girl, pupil-teacher, boy-boy, boy-
girl, girl-teacher, girl-boy, and girl-girl, 
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Oescription and Use of the Instrument 
The instr~ment is divided into two sections; the first is the 
GIMAR Score Sheet and the second is the GIMAR Matrix. The use of these 
will be described in the following: (a copy of both the score sheet 
and matrix will be found in the appendix). 
The Score Sheet. The score sheet has a list of the interaction 
categpries, the interaction code and activity code along with five 
columns for entering the observed interactions. The columns are headed 
by a space for marking the time of observance, The observation lasts 
for fifteen minutes and is divided into three.mim-1,te intervals thus the 
five columns, Schueler (46) deems fifteen minutes sufficient for dis-
covering the interaction patterns in the classroom. This estimate of 
time for discovering the interaction patterns was based upon three 
hundred classroom observations by Schusler (46). Over repeated obser-
vations, this time segment is also adequate in length for discovering 
changes in classroom discussion patterns. 
Eelow the space· for recorc:ling time is another space for the list-
ing of the activity code. The activity code includes sucn activities 
as discussion, lecture, listening, seat work, group work and changes 
of activities. 
All interactions are entered first by code and then by category 
as they occur and as any change in code and/or category takes place, 
Using the interaction code which includes teacher, class, boy, girl, 
small group and observerf the interaction is recorded as it occurs in 
the classroom. 'l'he use of the interaction categories indicates the type 
interaction that occurred in the classroom. The categories are divided 
into ten sections. The interaction category ;is an explanation of the 
form of the interaction. Schusler (46) describes the categories as 
follows: 
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L guestion ~· Factual: A question asked that elicits recall of 
the material. It .excludes any interpretation or application of the 
content. This category would also include checking of the lessons, 
i.e., when the .teacher sets up the procedure for answering by merely 
calling the next person's name. This is probably the most used cate-
gory by the teacher, the im,plied emphasis is upon convergent thinking. 
Question b, Interpretation .and/or application: A question asked 
that encourages its recipient to think not just within the mere memori~ 
zation of content matter, but to apply it from his own system of think-
ing. It can.be viewed as an open question which seeks the idiosyncratic 
aspects qf the answerer. It emphasizes the answerer rather than the 
questioner. This category is seen as being more in the ,realm of 
thought questions or problem solving than plain recall. The implied 
emphasis is upon divergent thinking. 
2. Answer a, Factual: A narrow reply in the sense that it does 
not go beyond memorizing the material. Shows the ability to recall, 
Represents a compliance to the.asker of the question. 
Answer E.· Interpretation and/or application: The receiver of the 
questio!). answers more,from his own t:hinking system. The answer goes 
beyond memorizing content, It.may be slightly off target in its con-
tent. This type · ..of answer will .generally show a better use of the 
fact~ than just stating them. 
3, Statements a. Factual: This category may take the form of 
lecture by the teacher. The statements are not drawn from the personal 
experience of the person making them. If the teacher is making the 
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statements, they are most generally tied to the content of the lesson 
and are used to build into the pupil information for recall or factual 
information. This category assumes that the statements are-volunteered 
and not the result,of question, This is especially true if the pupi:J, 
use5, the :category; it is then usuc:!,lly a remark made wl:dch follows the 
answer, 
Statement .!2._, Interpretation and/or application: (made either by 
the teacher or pupil) These f;ltatements are also volunteered and not an 
elicited response. They·· tend to show a different kind of answer than 
factual in th,at the content; of it is appl:j_ed or interpreted rather that1-
just repea.teq.. It .is usually not in st11ict compliance to the poser of 
the questiqn. When used by pupils, it is usua.lly a.n addend to qr, 
follows an a.nswer given by the same or a,different pupil. The maker of 
the statement is niore apt·to use his own frame·of reference,· 
4. Operational statements: (most.often used by.the teacher; may 
be used by the pupil) The category relates to those statements·made·in 
the classroom,which have t;o do with mechanical ongoingness. It keeps 
the class· involveq. in·. the task at hand or moves .. the class toward, differ-
ent tasks, It may be in the form of a statement; question or command. 
The statements are not made in a personal way, nor are they related.to 
control directly. 
5. Individual help .§!.· Task re.1,ated: The teac;her or pupil talks 
directly .to one other.person.at a time,.i.e., teacher-to-pupil, pupil-
to-pupil, or pupil7 to-teacher, It is .made privately and when the other 
person making the statement.is in the proximity of the other person. 
If the statement ca.n be heard by the observer; it must go in the 5 
category; otherwise it must ge in the 4 category. Task related 
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means that the person talks to the other person about the task at hand. 
It e~cludes any interaction about the person himself. It is not eval-
uativELin nature. 
Individual help.!?_. Person related: This category,is evaluative of 
the individual to which it is made. These statements are made to one' 
individual at a time. They are personal and recogn:i.zed the feelings of 
the person, being helped. They can occur from pupil-to-pupil. 
6. Supportive statements: (used by either the.teacher or the. 
pupil) This category is designed to recognize and record those·remarks 
that encourage, approve, and support verbal and non-verbal behavior in 
the observed classroom. These statements are made publicly. 
7. Opjective control: (used by either the teacher or a.pupil) 
The user of this category has as his intent the obdective or indirect 
control of the cla$sroom. Statements are made in such a way that atten-
tion is not called to a particular person as a reprimand but rather 
directed at some other person or episode as an e~ample. 
8. Negative statement: (made by either the teacher or the pupil) 
This category is used when statements are made that publicly abuse .the 
individual or the class. 'l'hey may be threats or act;:ions. 
9. Attack: This is the action category.where the teacher sepa-
rates the child physically from the group or room. She may set him in 
a corner, outside the room or send him to the principal's office. The 
threat is made and carried out, or there may be no previous threat but 
just immediate spontaneous action. 
10. No Response: Self-explanatory. 
The Matrix. After interactions are coded and entered on the score -.-
sheet they are transferred later to the GIMAR matrix. On,the left side 
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of the matrix are listed the interaction codes. The interaction cate-
gories are listed across the top. Cells formed by code and category 
can then account for all interactions. These are entered and summed 
across the rows to discover the type of interaction a specific person 
assigned himself in the classroom mileu. Of particular importance in 
summing rows is finding the direction of the interaction, to whom the 
interactor was talking and the number of interactions, per cent of his 
interactions and per cent of the total available interactions sent to 
each type of person. Summing of these columns gives the number of 
times a category was used. Subtotals of these columns give the number 
of times a category was used by a certain type interactor~ Available 
also to the summarizer of the matrix are the.number and type of inter-
actions types of pupils received. 
The Reliability of the CIMAR. "The Classroom Interaction Manage-
ment Analysis·Record" has been tested and the reliability established 
at .7195. The reliability was determined by sending to each of the 
partici.pants who had been trained in the use of the GIMAR an instrument 
of. one hundred statements which were drawn from classroom observations 
made by Schusler and his colleagues. Each was sent a shortened form of 
the CIMAR as a guide for interpreting the categories. The participants 
were directed to place each statement in a category. 
The CIMA.R can accurately record the amount, kind and direction of 
verbal interaction which occurs in the classroom. The instruments are 
adaptable to both teacher-directed and pupil-directed as well as to 
small group activities in a classroom. One of the strongest points,for 
the GIMAR is that pupil interaction can be described ~n the .same detail 
as teacher interaction. 
CHAPTER IV 
TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
This chapter presents .. tabulated results. of. data. obtained .. from .. 
investigation~L procedures described. in Chapter III. .. The. data gathered 
in this study. wer.e. used. f.or. the primary purpose. of. testing. the. follow-
ing null hypo.theses:. (1) There is no significant. diffe4ence .. in the 
amount of teacher,-pupil interac.tion. in an elementary .. science. class 
taught by the Inquiry Centered method and the tradit:ional- science 
method. (2). There is no. signif;i.cant difference in. the. amount .. of. pupil-
pupil interaction.in. the elementary science classes taught by the 
Inquiry Centered- method or the. traditii:mal science method •. 
The data. consist. o:f tallies made during observation. of thirty,-six 
teaching periods. of science which wer,¢co·ompti$ed of eighteen teaching 
periods of - Inquiry. Centered Learning Science. and .. eighteen. teaching .per-
iods tradi.tiona;L science .. The tallies were placed in. the. various 
categories. describecj. in .. Chapter III as. each of the events- occurred. 
The schools which were. chosen for this study.ha,d. to.offer·each of 
the two methods;. Inquiry.Centered Learning .Science. and.traditional 
science in.the.respective school. Nine. schools from, the Stil,lwater 
Public School.System. and Oklahoma City Public School System were used 
in the study. 
The choiceof teachers to. be observed was left to.the,discretion 




was in grades· four and five of the public school systems .•. , The sample 
would be.random.to. the extent .that the investigator.had.no. control over 
any student being in one group or the other. Campbell. and Standley (17) 
refer to this situation as a natural setting. Each student in the 
study had an equal. chance to be.in either group. 
The-technique .used .for statistical analysis.of. the.data.was the 
median tes,.t .. ·with .. the .. use pf the chbsquare formula (48), .. Application 
of chi-:-square. was· made for each. pair .. of. the .categories ..... Level. of cqn.,.. 
fidence. for. chi,-sq.uare. :was set at the ... 05. level which. required a. value 
that was equal to or greater than 3.84 for significance. 
Total Interaction 
The· interaction of both teachep-,pupil and pupil-pupil that was 
observed during.the.periodswhen science classes.were in session was 
categorized. using the IIClassroom Interaction.Management Analysis 
R,ecord" (44). cl,escribed in Chapter III.; The. data in. Tables I., II, III, 
and IV, presents. the. stat;l.s.tical results. of the total interactions. 
Table. I: illustrates a d:Lfference. in. number and percent. of the 
total interac.tion .•.. The traditional science method .. uses. more. interac-
tion. with teacher,-pupil.and. pupil-teacher while the. interaction between 
pt1pils is higher. in. Inquiry .. Centered, Learni.ng Science approach, 
T~ache-1;,-pupil. interaction, teacher. interaction. directed .to .pupils~. 
as shown in. Table. II. obtained a score of. 5 .• 45 which was above. the 
established-level of significance. This. would be an- indication of a 
signific4n,t .. difference. bet':7een. the two. methods. under. discuss;i.on. 
Thirteen of. the. eighteen numbers representing .. the. teachers of . .tradi-
tional science were placed above the median as compared to on'ly five 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OR INTERACTI9'N FOR TIU:. );NQUIRY~ CENTERED 
LEARNJ;NG SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND ... TRADITIONAL.SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
Inquiry Science· ~' ·· ...... ·· ... Traditional Science 
Number of Number .of ... 
Cl;ltegory InteX"aGtions ... .Percent .. Interactions Percent 
Teacher-Pupil 1004 49.04 1265 61.67 
Pupil-Teacher 634 30.97 761 39,97 
Pup:ll;..Pup;f.1 409 l9.99· 32 1.56 
Total 2047 100,00 2058 100.00 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERACTIONS OF INQUIRY CENTERED .. LE.I\RN'lNG~,SClENCE 
PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL.SCIENCE.PROGR.!\MS.Wll.OSE.NUMBER OF 
IN'l'ERACTIONS PLACED AT OR.BELOW.OR.ABOVE.THE.MEDIAN ~D 
THE RESULTAN'.I: CHI,-SQUARE SCORES 
IJ:1quiry Science Traditional Science _X,."__ 
At or :Below Above At or Belew Above 
Category Median .. Median. Median:. }1edian 
Teacher-Pupil 13 5 5 13 5.45* 
Pupil-Teacher 10 8 8 10 , l.1 
Pupil-PupU 6 12 12 6 2.78 
*Significant at the .05 level of cpnfidence 
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of the null].bers:representing the teachers of the Inquiry Centered 
method. 
'L'he data· in Table .II shows that pupil,-t.eaoher.. interaction· obtained 
a score of ....•. 11.,. indicat;i.ng no. significant difference 1:,etween. the two 
methods used by the.-.teache:r:s •. 
Pupfl..,pupil interaction .as shown in Table II had ~- ~score of 
I 
2.78 which:was,bel9w the level of significance. and. indkcated no signi,..,-
ficant difference in the two approaches of tea,ching science content. 
The number and percent.of total in.teraction. in. each. category of 
the "Classroom .. Interaction Management Analysis. Record,.". as shown .in 
';['able III po.ints .. out thcl.t .. tradiq.onal science had mo:r:e .verbal cornmuni-
cation in fac.tual. categories while the Inquiry Centered approach dealt 
more with .interpr.etive. categories, 
. a;.. . 
A X: score. was obtaJ.ned fo1; each. of the. categories .ip the "Class-
room Interaction Management .. Analysis .Record •. ~' Table IV shows .the 
~" results of the. interaction. in factual. questions .•... A  score of 1. 82 
was achieved.·..whi~h .. indicated no significance in differences of the two 
1;1pproaches.}.to science, 
Interpretive questions, which encourage the recipient to think, 
' d ~a, · f 00 ' d' t' ' 'f' t d 'ff ' th l'.'eceive a:,1t,., score o .. • , in-:i,ca J..ng no s1gn1 J,can. 1 · erences in .e 
two method,s.of teaching science, 
The categ.or.y of factual answers, an area. that shows ability to re7 
. ),. 
call, obtaine<;J.. a X score of 1~;00, The score is below. the: .. 05 level of 
confidence .. and. therefore indicated no significant differences in the 
results from tallying of .occurren.c::.es. 
Interpretive answers,. which generally shows a bet.ter use of the 
facts than just·stating them, gained a "'X!:"score of .45 as shown on 
TABLE HI 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR TOTAL INTERACTION BY CATEGORIES OF THE 
CLASSROOM INTERACTION MANAGEMENT ANALYSJ.S .. RECORD.-FOR 
INQUIRY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS sAND 
TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
InquirY; Science Tradit:i,.onal Science 
Number of Number of 
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Category Interactions. Percent Interactions Percent 
l, Question 
a. Factual 341 16.66 436 21.19 
b. Interpl',"etive 227 11.10 187 9.09 
2. Answer 
a. Factual 274 13.39 360 17.49 
b. Interpretive 340 16.61 276 13.41 
3. Statements 
a. Fact;ual 353 17.24 376 18.27 
b. Interpretive 81 3.96 43 2.09 
4. Operational 
Statements 251, 12.26 206 10.01 
5. Individual help 
a. Task related 23 1.12 10 .49 
b. Person related. 2 ,09 1 .05 
6. Supportive 
Statements 108 5.28 125 6.07 
7. Objective 
Control 13 .63 23 1.11 
8. Negative 
Statements 23 1.12 7 .34 
9. Attack 1 .05 0 .00 
10. No response 10 ,49 8 .39 
Total 2047 100.00 2058 l00.00 
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Table IV. This figure indicated no significant differences between the 
two programs under study in relation to the category of interpretive 
answers. 
The category of factual s.ta.tements, thqse not drawn. from personal 
y...Z., 
e'.l{periences, received a~ score of 1. 01. . No. ~ignificant diffe-,:-ences 
at the .0.5 .. level is indicated by this score, 
The category of interpretive statements, which. are.volunt;ee:i;-ed not 
elicited and are . from the spe.;1ker' s own frame. of reference., .. obtained a 
score of 2. 81.. . This. score is below the , 0,5 level of confidence and 
indicated no significant. d.ifference, 
Operational statements as related to those statemen.ts.which:have 
~-
to do with.me.chanical ongoingness of the classroom. acquired a~ score 
of 2. 78. This score. did nqt: indicate significan.t difference •. 
Individual help is task related, talking to another, person about 
the task at hand, A ')(,.a, sc,ore of , 11 was achieved by the task. .. related 
category. This·figure indicated no significant difference between the 
two groups. 
In the category of individual help as pe;i:-taining to. person-related 
nelp deals with a feeling approach. The~ scpre for this, category was 
0.00 which indicated no difference in the methods under study, 
Supportive statements, those remarks to encourage and approve made 
"i'~ publicly, received a,,_ score of .00. The score in this category in-
dicated there is no significant difference in the two science approach-
es in this.category, 
Objective control, which has as its intended objective indirect 
..... /.~ L 
control of the classroom, -0btained a~ .. score of .46. At the .05 level 
this figure:indicat:ed no significant differences in the two science 
, ··~
0 
• •• i.:'.)} 
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TABLE IV 
DISTR.IBUTION OF TOTAL IN'U.:R.ACTl.ON OF INQUIRY CENTERED LE,ARN.I.N.G 
SCJ;ENCE·PROQRAMS. AND TlW)IT!ONAL sqENCE :PROGRAMS WBOSE 
NUMBER OF INTERACTIQNS PLA~ED AT OR BELOW OR ABOVE 
THE MEDIAN AND THE RESULTANT CHI-SQUARE SCORES 
===============;:::;:;:::====::;;:================='= 
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programs in this category. 
The negative statements category was tallied when teachers or 
students made abusive remarks publicly to individuals or the class. 
This category obtained a -x!''score of .• 13 which indicated no significant 
difference,at the .05 level. 
Attack, whi,ch is an are.ll where threats are made and carried out or 
it may be a spontaneous action, had no·interaction and could not be 
measured, 
Chi-square results for no response category was .14 which indica-
ted no significant differepce between the two programs of science in 
relation to this category. 
Teacher-Pupil Interaction 
The t;eacher-pupilinterac.tion inc.ludes only those verbal·actions 
of the teacher to the pupil. This verbal inte:i:-action may be directed 
to an individual, a group or the class. Tables V, VI, VII and VIII 
show the results of the interaction. 
The teacher-pupil int;eraction is divided into four categories as 
shown in Table V. Table Vis designed to clarify the. number and per-
cent of the interactions of the teacher to the class, to boys; to 
girls and to groups which occurred in the two approaches to teaching 
science at the elementary school level, 
The data·in Table VI show total teacher-pupil interaction in·· 
Inquiry Centered Learning Science approach and the traditional science 
programs whose ·number of interactions pla.ced at or below the median or 
above the median and the resultant chi-square scores. 
The teacher-class interaction c.ategory as shown in Table VI 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR. THE TOT,AT,. TEACHER-PUPIL INT.ERAC.T.:J;ON. OF THE 
INQUIRY CENTERED LE.ARNING. $.CIENCE PROGRAMS 
AND TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS. 
Inquiry Science. Traditional Science 
Number of Number of 
Category Interact:(.Qns l:'erce,nt: Interactionsi Percent 
Teacher-CJ,asisi 426 42.43 673 53,20 
Teacher-Boy 356 35,46 365 28q85 
Teacher-Girl . 207 20.61 227 17.95 
reacher-Group 15 1.49 0 o.oo 
Total 1004 100.00 1265 100.00 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTION.IN INQUIRY CENTERED 
LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND l'R.ADI.TlONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
WHOSE NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS PLACED AT ,OR :im1ow OR ABOVE 
THE MEDIAN AND THE RESULTANT CHI-SQUARE. SCORES 
In9.ui.ry Science Traditional Science ~ 
At or Below Above At or Below Above 
Category Median Median. Median. Median 
Teacher-Class 13 5 5 13 5.44* 
Teacher-Boy 9 9 10 8 .oo 
Teacher-Girl 11 7 7 11 1. 00 
Teacher-Group O** O** o,'(* O** .oo 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
**Not enol.lgh interaction to meae11.\re in thh category 
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was verbal intera.ction to the entire class, The ~ score obtained by 
this category was 5.44. This sco:i:-e·is above the established level·of 
signiUcance; consequently) this would indicate a significant difference 
between the.two programs. The teachers using the traditional science 
approach had significantly more interaction with the class as a whole 
than did thoi;;e teachers using the Inquiry Centered Learning approach. 
A tally:was made for each verbal action the teacher directed to a 
boy in teacher,-boy. interaction as shown.in Table VI. This category 
tJ., 
received a~ score of .00 which indicated no significant difference 
between the.two groups. 
~"),; 
A ,.._ score of 1. 00 which indicated there was no significant. diffe-r-
ence at the established level of confidence was obtained for the 
category of teacher .... girl interaction, 
The category of. teacher-group interaction dicl not have enough 
interaction tomeasure by use of the median test and chi .... square for-
mula. 
The data resu.lting. from analyzing the teacher .... pupil interaction in 
the ten categories o;f the CIMAR is shown in Table VII by number and 
percent, It is interesting to note that though traditional science 
method has more. total verbal interaction., the Inquiry Centered approach 
has a higher·number of interactions in one category, that of :i,.nterpre-
tive interactions. 
Chi~square scores resulting from the analysis. of. the distribution 
of total teacher-pupil interaction by categories of the CIMAR aJ;:e 
shown in Table VIII on the following page. 
Factual quest;Lon, which implies emphasis upon. comzergen.t .thinking, 
,,y 2, 
received a Ar score of 1.25, as shown in Table VIII, The score being 
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TABLE VII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR THE TOTAL OF .TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTION 
.BY CATEGORIES IN INQUIRY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE 
PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL .SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
Inquiry Science. Traditional Science 
Number of Number of 
Category Interactions Percent Interactions Percent 
Question 
a. Factual 232 23,10 407 32.18 
b, Interpret:ive 195 19.42 182 14.38 
Answer 
a. Factual 33 3.28 13 1.03 
b. Interpretive 10 1. 00 5 ,39 
Statements 
a. Factual 169 16.83 282 22.29 
b, Interpretive 11 1.10 21 1.66 
Operational 
Statements 186 18,53 189 14.94 
Individual Help 
a. Task related 23 2,29 10 ,79 
b, Person related 2 .20 1 .oa 
Supportive 
Statements 106 10,56 125 9.89 
Objective 
Control 12 L ~o 23 1.82 
Negative 
Statements 23 2.29 7 .56 
Attack 1 ,10 0 o.oo 
No Response 1 .10 0 o.oo 
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below the established level.of confidence indicated no significant 
differences in the two approaches, 
Interpretive questions which implied that emphasis,. was. on diver-
gent thinking obtained l;l·.X,'.;!.,score of 1 03. The·score indicated no sig-
nificant pifferenoes between the two groups. 
',rhe category of.answers that are factual, the ability to memorize 
or recall, achieved ax~ score of • 01, indicating no significant dif-
;ference. 
Interpretive answers goes beyond memorizing content and comes·from 
one's own thinking. syst::em, This category did not have enough interac-
tion to measure by the median test and chi-square formula,, 
A :x..i-score of 3. 73 was attained by the category· of. f.aetual state-
ments, which usually takes the form of lectures. by teache,rs.,. This 
score is below the .05 level of confidence, indicating that there was 
no significant difference .between the two programs under investigation 
for this particular category. 
Table VIII shows that the category of interpretive. sta.tements, 
which tend to show some personal or or.iginal thinking, received a 
score of ,00 •. This score indicated that there.is no significant dif-
ference in the two approaches under study in this category, 
Operational. statements, most often used by teachers for classroo)ll 
control, may be in . .the form of a statement, question, or. command, This 
"'~ category obtained a~ score oL 1.00. This score indicated no signi-
fieant difference at the . 05 level. 
The category of individual h.elp., as shown in Table VIII concerns 
the work at hand and is not evaluative in nature. The -X:-score achiev-
ed by this category was ,16, indicating no significance since it is 
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TABLE VII::C 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL INTERACTION OF TEACHER-PUPIL BY CATEGORIES IN 
INQUIRY CEN!ERED LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL. SCIENCE 
PROGRAMS WHOSE NUMBER OF IN'.!:'ERI\C'.t'ION .FELL AT OR BELOW OR 
ABOVE THE MED1AN AND THE :RESULTANT CHI~SQUARE SCORES 
Inquiry Science Traditional Science ~' ~)
At or Below Above At or Below Above 
Category Median Median Median Median 
Question 
a. Factual 12 6 6 12 1.25 
b. Interpretive 9 9 10 8 .03 
Answer 
a. Factual 8 10 10 8 .01 
b. Interpretive* 0 0 0 0 .oo 
Stc;ttements 
a. FaGtual 12 6 5 13 3.73 
b. Interpretive 12 6 l.0 8 .03 
Operational 
Statements 8 10 12 6 1.00 
Individual Help_ 
a, Task Related1( 10 8 10 8 .16 
b. Person Related 0 0 0 0 .00 
Supportive 
Statements 11 7 10 8 .oo 
Objective 
Control 12 6 7 11 1.82 
Negative 
Statements 12 6 12 6 .00 
Attack~ 0 0 0 0 .00 
No Response* 0 0 0 0 .00 
*Not enough interaction to measure in this category 
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below the established level of confidence. 
The person-related portion of individual help recognizes the feel~ 
ings of the personq This area did not receive a sufficien.t .. amount of 
interaction to make use of the median test or chi-square formula. 
Supportive statements used in the classroom for encouragement or 
-v~i approval obtained a /1., score of , 00. This score did. not indicate a 
significant difference for positive affectivity for the observation in-
volved in this study. 
Objective control, which tends towc;1rd indirect control of·the 
classroom, achieved a ;;t:~score of 1.82. This score, which was below 
the established level of significance, could not be considered as in-
dication of any statistical difference. 
"\/~-Negative statements obtained a A- score of ,00, This would indi-
cate, for this classification, no significant difference between the 
two approaches used by teachers of elementary science, 
Nonsignificant results obtained by applying the chi~square test to 
the interactions of attack are reported in Table VlII, 
The category of no response had so little interaction that it 
could not be measured by the use of median test nor the chi-square for-
mula. 
Boy-Teacher and Boy-Pupil Interaction 
The boy-teacher and boy-pupil interactions were those verbal 
actions the boy directed to the teacher or to fellow classmates. Tables 
IX, X, XI, and XIl show the results of this interaction. 
The number and percent of boy-teacher and boy-pupil interactions 
illustrated by Table IX shows the action is almost completely confined 
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to communicating with the traditional science teacher while twenty·-· 
three percent less verbal action to the teacher was used in the Inqulry 
Centered approach. 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR BOY-TEACHER AND BOY-PUPIL INTERACTION 
OF INQUT,RY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AN]) 
TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
Inquiry Science :rraditioilal ·Science 
Number of Number of 
Category Interactions Percent Interactions Percent 
·------·~---
Boy-Teacher 364 70.00 346 93. 77 
Boy-Girl 103 19.81 5 1.35 
Boy-Boy 53 10.19 18 4.88 
Boy-Group 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 520 100.00 369 100.00 
The data reported in Table X gives the results of the chi-square 
formula being applied to the categories of interaction directed by boys 
toward their teachers or fellow classmates. 
Non significant results obtained by applying the chi-square test 
to the interactions of boy to teacher are shown in Table X. The data :tn 
Table X reveals that the same amount of interaction was placed above the 
median as was placed below in both approaches to teaching science, 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERACTION OF BOY-TEACHER AND BOY-PUPIL OF 
INQUIRY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL 
SCIENCE PROGRAMS WHOSE NUM;BER OF INTERACTION PLACED AT 
OR BELOW OR ABOY~...THE. MEDIAN AND THE RESULTANT 
CHI-SQUARE SCORE 
Inquiry Science Traditional Science 
At or Below Above At or Below Above 
Category Median Median Median Median 
Boy-Teacher 9 9 9 9 
Boy-Girl 6 12 13 5 
Boy-Boy 9 9 5 13 
Boy-Group O** O** O*,~ O** 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence 







Significant results were obtained in the boy-girl interaction. A 
)'.?'score of 4. 01 was achieved by this category. This tigure was indi-
cative of a significant difference between the two programs under in-
vestigation, with boys in the Inquiry Centered Learning Science having 
more interaction with girls than those of the traditional method. 
The category of boy-boy inter~ction received a~score of 1,05. 
This figure indicated no significant difference between the two programs 
under study in relation to the category of boy-boy-interaction. 
Boy~Group interaction had SQ little action that it could not be 
measured by the median test nor the chi-square formula. 
Table XI illustrates the number and percent of boy-teacher 
TABLE XI 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR BOY-TEACHER INTERAGTION BY 
_,CATEGORIES IN INQUI;RY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE 
PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
Inquiry Science Traditional Science 
Number of Number of 
Category Interactions Percent Interactions Percent 
Quest:(..on 
a. Factual 20 5.48 7 2.02 
b. Interpretive 3 .82 3 .87 
Answer 
a. Fac.tual 89 24.38 121 34.97 
b. Interpretive 167 45.75 143 41.32 
Statement 
a. Factual 49 13.43 49 14.16 
b. Interp;retive 24 6,58 13 3.76 
Operational 
Statements 4 1.10 5 1.45 
Individual Help 
a. Task Re;Lated 1 ,27 0 0.00 
b. Person Related* 
Supportive 




No Response 7 1. 92 5 1.45 
Total 365 100. 00 346 100.00 
*Not enough interaction to measure in this category 
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interactions by categories of the CIMAR. It is interesting to note, 
through the l,lse of Table XI, that the use of the interpretive categories 
by the Inquiry Centered approach and the use of the factual categories 
by the traditional method was true of boy-teacher interactions as it is 
shown in Table XI, 
The chi-sql,lare results of the boy-teacher interactional differences 
by category of the GIMAR are reported in Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERACTION OF. BOY-TEACHER B.Y CATEGORIES IN INQUIRY 
CENTERED LEAR,NING SCIENCE PROGRAMS. AND TMDITIONAL SCIENCE 
PROGRAMS WHOSE NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS PLACED AT,OR 
BELOW OR ABOVE THE MEDIAN AND.THE RESULTANT 
CHI-SQUARE SCORES 
Inquiry Science. Traditional Science '?C:?.J· 
~
At or Below Above At or Below Above 
Category Median Median .. Median Median 
Question 
a. Factual 9 9 13 5 l,.05 
b. Interpretive* 
Answer 
a. Factual 13 5 7 11 2.79 
b. Interpretive 8 10 10 8 .44 
Statements 
a. Factual 13 5 9 9 1.05 
b. Interpretive 12 6 11 7 .oo 
*Not enough interaction to measure in this category 
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In the category of factual question for boy-teacher interactions, 
shown in Table XII, obtained.a;(,.~ score of 1.05. This figure indi-
cated no significant differences between the two programs under study 
in relation to the factual questions. 
No measure could be made for interpretive questions since so little 
interaction occurred in this category. 
Factual answers, represents a compliance to the asker of the ques-
~/;;-
tion, obtained a"- score of 2.79. This figure was below the establish-
ed level of confidence and indicated no significant difference between 
the two programs under study in relation to the category of factual 
answeirs, 
-,/~-
A /le- score of .44 was received by the category of interpretive an-
swers. This score indicated no significant difference at the .05 level. 
Table XII shows.the category of factual statements achieving a·~ 
score of 1,05, This figure indicated no significant difference between 
the two science approaches in relation to the category of factual state-
ments. 
A -j!:· score of . 00 was obtained by the category of interpretive 
statements. This score indicated that no significant difference at the 
established level of confidence. 
Girl-Teacher and Girl-Pupil Interaction 
The interaction in this section was the action directed by girls 
to the teacher or to other classmates during science classes, Tables 
XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI show the results of this interaction. 
The girl-teacher and girl~pupil interaction which is shown in 
Table XX.II deals with the number of exch1mges of action and the percent 
TABLE XIII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT FOR GIRL-+EACHER AND GIRL-PUPIL INTERACTION 
OF INQUIRY CENTERED SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND 
TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
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:Cnquiry Sc:l.ence. Trad;i..tional Sc:i,ence 
Number of Number of 
Category Interactions Percent Interactions Percent 
Girl-Teacher 199 44,03 239 96.37 
Girl-Girl 146 32,30 6 2.42· 
Girl-Boy 99 21.90 3 1. 21 
Girl-,.Group 8 1. 77 0 0.00 
Total 452 lOQ.00 248 100.00 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERACTION OF GIRL-TEACHER OF INQUIRY CENTERED 
LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND TRADITIONAL S.CIENCE PROGRAMS 
WHOSE NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS PLACED AT OR BELOW OR ABOVE 
THE MEDIAN AND THE RESULTANT .CHI-SQUARE.SCORES 
Inquiry Science Traditional Science _tt_ 
At or Below Above At or. Below Above 
Category Median Median Median Median 
Girl-Teacher 11 7 8 10 . LI. 
Girl-Girl* 7 11 1 17 .00 
Girl-Boy* ].2 6 2 15 .oo 
Girl-Group* 15 3 18 0 .00 
*Not enough inte;r~ction to measure in this category 
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the category has of the total interaction. It is interesting to note 
in Table XIII that the percent of interactions between girl-teacher is 
96.37 in the traditional approach while the inquiry had a percentage 
of only 44.03 yet the total interactions for. each group showed a total 
of 452 interactions for the Inquiry Centered approach while only 248 
interactions for the traditional method. 
,v).i 
Girl-teacher interaction obtaine a Iv score of .11 which is shown 
in Table XIV. This score indicated at the established .• 05 level of 
confidence there was no significant difference in the category of girl-
teacher interaction.· 
There was insufficient action in the category of girl-girl action 
to be measured by the use of the median test and the chi-square formula, 
Girl-boy interaction also fell into the.category of insufficient 
action. It could not be measured on the scale used in this study. 
Girl-group interaction as shown in Table XIV had so little action 
that it could not be measured by the median test nor applied to the 
chi-square formula. 
The results of girl-teacher interaction by the categories of 
"Classroom Interaction Management Analysis Record" are sh0wn in Tables 
XV and XVI. Table XV gives the results of the .number and percent of 
girl-teacher interaction, It is seen in Table XV as in all the number 
and percent tables that answers given by the students of traditional 
science tend to be factual while the Inquiry Centered approach tends 
to have interpretive answers. 
Factual questions, as it deals with girl-teacher interaction is 
illustrated in Table XVI, The category obtained a :;l..z.,score of .11, 
TABLE XV 
NUM8ER AND PERCENT FOR GIRL-TEACHER AND INTERACTJ:ON:$Y.CATEGORIES 
IN INQUIRY CEN';I'ERED.LEARNING SCIENCE PROG:gAMS 
AND TAA,DITIONA1 SCIENCE. PROGRAMS ..... . 
Inquiry Science Trad:i,tional Science 
Number of Number o:f; 
Category Interaction. . Percent Interaction Percent 
Question 
a. Factual 17 8.13 12 5.02 
b. Interpretive 1 .48 1 .42 
Answer 
a, Factual 59 28.23 112 46.86 
b. Interpre4ive 106 50.72· 66 27.62 
Statements 
a. Factual 20 9,56 38 l;,.90 
b. Interpret:i,ve 3 1.44 5 2.09 
Operational 
Statements 1 ,48 3 1. 26 
Individual Help*, 
Supportive 




No Response 1 .48 2 .83 
Total 209 100.00 239 100.00 
*Not enough interaction to measure in this category 
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indicating no significant difference at the established level of con-
fidence. 
Interpretive questions lacked sufficient interaction to be measurable 
by the scales employed in this study. 
The category of fattual answers, th~'ability to tecall, obtained 
a -x.}'score of 2. 82. This score indicated no significant difference at 
the .05 level of confidence. 
21 
A~ score of 2,47 was obtained in the category of interpretive 
answers. This score indicated no significant difference between the 
programs under study in relation to the girl-teacher interaction of 
interpretive answers, 
As shown by Table XVI the category of factual statements, usually 
taking the form of lectures by teachers, obtained a ~score of .55. 
This score indicated there was no significance at the level of confi-
dence. 
The category of interpretive statements is apt to be in the maker's 
own frame of reference. The x~score for this category was .00 as 
shown in Table XVI on page 52, This figure indicated no significant 
difference between the methods of presenting science at the elementary 
school level. 
This study was designed to test two specific hypotheses. Each of 
these hypotheses was related to the verbal interactions of teacher-
pupil and pupil-pupil using two approaches to elementary science. The 
results indicated that the two ~pproaches to science in the fourth and 
fifth grades produced significant differences in the teacher-pupil 
interaction while the pupil-pupil interaction iq these approaches in-
dicated no significant differences at the .05 level of confidence. 
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The hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the 
amount of teacher-pupil interaction in elementary science classes 
taught by ~he Inquiry Centered method and the traditional science.method 
was rejeGted at the .05 level of confidence. Evidence indicated that 
teachers of the traditional science method had more verbal interaction 
in their classrooms. 
TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERACTIONS OF GIRL-TEACHER BY CATEGORIES 
IN INQUIRY CENTERED LEARNING SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND 
TRADITIONAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS WHOSE NUMBER OF 
INTERACTION PLACED AT OR BELOW OR ABOVE 
THE MEDIAN AND THE RESULTANT 
~HI-SQUARE SCORES 
l:nquiry Science TracUtional Science 
At or Below Ahove At Ol;' Below Above 
Category Median Median Median Median 
Question 
a. Factual 10 8 10 8 
b. Interpretive'~ 1 17 1 17 
Answer 
a, Factual 13 5 7 11 
b. Interpretive 6 12 12 6 
Statements 
a, Factual 13 5 8 10 
b. Interpretive 12 6 11 7 








The hypothesis that there is no significant difference in. the 
amount of pupil-pupil interaction in the elementary. science classes 
taught by the Inquiry Centered method or the traditional science 
method was not rejected. 
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CHAP'.I'ER V 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine teacher-pupil and pupil-
pupil interactional differences, if any, between elementary school 
science classes being taught by Inquiry Centered Learning Science pro-
grams and the traditional method of teaching scientific laws and facts. 
'.):'he last ten years have brought changes to the basic characteris·-
tics of the concepts of the teaching-learning process which affected 
the methods of instruction in many subject matter areas. New programs 
in science are being tested to find the ones most adaptable to the 
learning styles of students. New methods and beliefs are being adopted 
to stimulate learning for for the student at his own level of develop-
ment: such changes are worthy of analysis. 
The new Inquiry Centered Learning Science programs are based on 
procedures associated with the discovery method. The inquiry approach 
to science teaching necessitates that teachers adopt the attitude that 
science is an intellectual process. Since this is an inherent commit-
ment in terms of methodology, interactional variables associated with 
those processes should reveal significant differences between the 
Inquiry Centered Learning Science program and the traditional science 
program. 
Earlier work in ·teacher-pupil evalua,tion has led to the develop-
ment of many instrmnents to analyze the many facets of teaching. The 
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analysis of verbal interaction is one approach to understanding the 
teaching-learning process. F:tom an analysis of the literature it be-
comes evident that the instructional pattern could be analyzed in terms 
of verbal interaction of teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil in the classroom. 
The instrument used in this study to record teacher-pupil and pupil-
pupil interaction was the "Classroom Interaction Management Analysis 
Record." 
Eighteen classes of regularly enrolled fourth and fifth grade stu-
dents were participants in the study. Nine of the classes used in the 
study were taught by the Inquiry Centered Learning Science approach. 
The remaining nine were taught by the traditional science method. 
These classes were chosen on the basis of the extent to which they met 
the requirements of the Inquiry Centered Learning Science program or 
the traditional science program. All of the classes observed were lo-
cated in Stillwater or Oklahoma City area aµd each class participating 
in the study was observed twice with at least.five days between visits. 
A small tape recorder was used during each observation period. The 
tape recording was used by the observer as a means of validating the 
tallies made during an observation. 
Statistical analysis was made using the median test and chi-square 
formula to determine differences between the number of teacher-pupil 
and pupil-pupil interaction that placed at or below or above the median. 
Significance was established at the .05 level of confidence. 
Findings 
The findings of this study which were considered to be most sig-
nificant were the following: 
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1. Teachers of traditional science used significantly more verbal 
interaction in tota~ interaction than did the teachers of the Inquiry 
Centered approach, In total interaction thirteen of the eighteen teach-
ers of traditional science ranked above the median. l;n the category. 
of teacher~pupil interaction the chi~square score.was significant at. 
the .05 level of confidence. 
2. The individual category of teacher-class, a part of the 
teacher-pupil interactipn, received a significant score of the .05 
level of confidence. The traditional science teacher has more verbal 
interaction with the class as a whole than did the teachers of Inquiry 
methods. 
3. In the area of pupil-pupil interaction boy-girl interaction 
taught by Inquiry Centered Learning Science method had a total of 
twelve which ranked above the median as compared to a ranking of five 
above the median for those taught by the traditional science approach. 
The boy-girl category within the a~ea of pupil-pupil interaction was 
significant at the .OS level. 
4. There was more interaction between teacher-boy and boy-teacher 
in both approaches than teacher-girl or g:i,rl-teacher. 
5. The number and per cent for total interaction was higher in 
the categories of factual questions, factual answers, and factual state-
ments for teachers using traditional science methods than by those 
using Inquiry Centered Learning Science method. 
6. The number and per cent for total interaction was higher in 
interpretive questions, interpretive answers, and interpretive state-
ments for teachers using the Inquiry Centered Lea'l;'ning Science method 
than by those using the traditional science method. 
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7. There were more operational statements made by teachers using 
Inquiry Centered Science methods than by those using traditional 
science methods. 
8. There was more individual help given to students by teachers 
using Inquiry Centered Learning Science method than those using the 
traditional science methods. 
9. There were more supportive statements used by teachers in 
traditional science approach than t;hose in the Inquiry Centered 
approach. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions have been drawn from the findings of 
this study: 
1, The null hypothesis of no significant difference in the amount 
of teacher-pupil interaction in elementary science classes taught by 
the Inquiry Centered Learning Science method and the traditional science 
method was rejected. 
2. The null hypothesis of no significant difference in the amount 
of pupil-pupil interaction in the elementary science classes taught by 
the Inquiry Centered Learning Science method or the traditional science 
method was not rejected. 
3. rn pupil-pupil interaction the area of boy-girl interaction 
was significant at the .05 level of confidence which indicated more 
interaction took place among pupils in the Inquiry Centered Learning 
Science approach than in the traditional science method. This was 
further indicated by the number and per cent.of pupil-pupil interaction 
in the area of inquiry approach to science when compared to the same 
'/ 
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area of interaction in the tr~ditional approach. 
4. It was evident that more interaction is exchanged between 
teacher-boy and boy~teacher than girl-teacher or teacher-girl. A 
question may be raised concerning the interest,in science expressed by 
boys and by girls. 
5. The prevailing use of factual informc;1tion by the traditional 
science methods points up the use of recall, memorizing and study of 
content emphasizing convergent thinking, 
6. The evidence, while small, did indicate more interpretive in-
formation was sought by the Inquiry Centered Science method putting the 
emphasis on divergent thinking. 
7. That there were more operational statements•used in Inquiry 
Centered Science method would indicate that teachers keep the class 
involved in the.task in which it is engaged or moving toward a differ-
ent task since much of the work is individualized or in small groups. 
8. Although a difference was found in the area of individual help, 
it was not large, but more group work.was done in Inquiry Centered 
Science method thus allowing for individual attention as opposed to a 
whole class method. 
9. Although a difference in the category of supportive state-
ments was found, it was very small, and pointed up the fact that the 
traditional science approach was more verbal than the Inquiry Centered 
method. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are based on the findings and con-
clusions derived from this study: 
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1. It is recommended that further research be done in pupil-pupil 
interaction in relationship to the freedom of students to have verbal 
interaction and to what degree this promotes progress in achievement 
and social-emotional growth. 
2. It is recommended that further study is needed in the teacher-
boy and teacher-girl interaction to determine if the amount of inter-
action is due to interest and/or ability in the area of science or some 
other factor. 
3. It is recommended that inservice teachers and student-teachers 
training to teach the new science program receive special instruction 
in the area recognized as major goals of the program. In other words, 
teacher training is needed for the development of the process of teach-
ing how to learn rather than teaching of facts. 
4. Both programs, the Inquiry Centered and Traditional Science, 
use a high percentage of factual question, answers and statements. It 
is recommended that the per cent of these interactions be reduced in 
favor of interpretive questions, answers and statements which aid in 
developing divergent thinking. 
5. Teachers in both science programs have a need for greater 
interaction aimed to create more positive relationships with the stu-
dents. It is recommended that the use of supportive statements and 
individual attention to the students be increased. 
6. It is recommended that research be done to determine the effect 
that teachers trained in traditional approaches who have adopted the 
inquiry approach have on the science classroom as compared to the teach-
ers who have been trained in only Inquiry Centered approach to science. 
In other word~ can traditionally trained teachers completely change 
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their approach to teaching science? 
One method of producing a better understanding of teachers and 
pupils in the classroom is through interaction analysis. An analysis 
of classroom acitivit;ies p:rovides a pdint fro"(ll which other approaches may 
be applied to produce a more effective teaching-learning situation. 
This may contribute to the development of situations where both the 
teacher and the student perform new roles for greater achievement in 
relationships as well as academic accomplishment. 
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